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This report is a revised version of the paper presented at the Birmingham
COMPROX Workshop (1997) whi
h appears in [7℄.
Abstra
t
This paper investigates an arithmeti
 based upon the representation of 
om-
putable exa
t real numbers by lazy innite sequen
es of signed digits in a
positional radix-r system. We dis
uss advantages and problems asso
iated
with this representation, and develop well-behaved algorithms for a 
ompre-
hensive range of numeri
 operations, in






The standard implementations of real numbers on a 
omputer are approxi-
mately held to some xed number of signi
ant gures. The a

umulation







al results for s
ienti
 and engineering problems. Going to double,
quadruple or even multiple pre
ision in no way eliminates these problems,
but merely ameliorates them. No matter how mu
h pre
ision is provided,
there are always problems for whi
h it is insuÆ
ient to produ
e reliable re-





an give us no indi
ation of how many of the digits printed are
a
tually meaningful, so with a poor 
hoi
e of algorithm it is quite easy to
generate numeri
al answers that are 
ompletely meaningless. An illustrative
example of su
h rounding anomalies is given in [9℄ (also in [8℄), where 
om-
putation of a simple fun
tion on single pre
ision 
oating point is shown to
produ
e 





heaper, it seems reasonable that we may
wish to move to a form of real arithmeti
 that is perhaps more expensive but
whi





some easily understood guarantee of a

ura




tions | innite lists, higher order
fun
tions | whi
h make it possible to represent real numbers exa
tly as they
are dened in mathemati
s, using any of several possible methods.
Mathemati
ally a real number is dened as an innitary obje
t | for ex-
ample, a 
onverging sequen
e of rationals. Sin
e all our 
omputers are nite,
it stands to reason that only nitely many entries of an innite sequen
e 
an
be instantiated in nite time. It also follows that not all real numbers 
an
be represented on a 
omputer | only those whose dening sequen
e 
an be
determined by a nite amount of information.
The 
on
ept of a 
omputable real number was rst introdu
ed by Alan
Turing in his 
lassi
al paper [16℄. He dened a 





an be written down by a Turing ma
hine. Roughly
speaking, a real number is 




tively approximate it to any degree of pre
ision. When
more pre
ision is desired, the 
omputation may take longer, but the pro-
gram itself does not 
hange. Herefrom, it follows that not all real numbers
are 
omputable; at least, be
ause the set of all nite 
omputer programs is





al analysis, real numbers are dened in a variety
1
Any other radix r > 1 
ould be used in exa
tly the same way.
1
of ways, all of whi
h are equivalent to ea
h other, so that the 
hoi
e of a par-
ti







tions on the 
omputable reals, and even the four basi

arithmeti
 operations, are 
riti
ally dependent on the representation, and
with a poor 
hoi





onventional xed-radix positional weighted number systems, for whi
h the
weight of the i-th digit is r
 i
and the range of ea
h digit is f0; 1;    ; r  1g,
appear to be unsuitable for exa
t 
omputations, be
ause it is sometimes im-
possible to 
ompute even the rst digit of a result without having to inspe
t





One of the pioneer investigators of this problem was Wiedmer who sug-
gested the use of redundant signed-digit systems to ee
t 
omputability [20℄.
Although signed-digit notation was proposed as a means of avoiding 
arry
propagation 
hains in hardware arithmeti
 as early as in 1960's, and has
been well known among hardware designers, having led to the development
of digit-pipelined or on-line arithmeti
 [6℄, it was probably Wiedmer who rst
suggested its use in the 
ontext of exa
t 
omputations. His PhD thesis [21℄





 on redundant signed-digit sequen
es.
In 1981-2, Carl Pixley at Burroughs Corporation undertook a study of






 in the lazy fun
tional language SASL [18℄. Pixley spent some time
analyzing the eÆ
ien
y of the algorithms, in parti
ular for division, whi
h
is the most subtle of the four basi
 operations. Although never formally
published, Pixley's work [11℄ was privately 
ir
ulated and stimulated interest
in the topi
.
In 1986, Boehm, Cartwright, et al. [3℄ reported their two implementations
of exa
t real arithmeti
 | as lazy innite sequen
es of de
imal digits, and as
fun
tions mapping rational errors to rational approximations. Having 
arried
out a 
omparative study of the two methods, they 
ontended that the lazy
sequen
e method led to unsatisfa
tory implementations and performed very
poorly, while the fun
tional method performed surprisingly well. Their 
laim
was partially based on what they 
alled \the granularity ee
t" | 
omputa-


















e then, an extensive literature has arisen devoted to repre-
sentations of exa
t reals [4, 5, 8, 13, 19℄; yet, no further attempts have been
made to nd out whether the 
laimed advantage of fun
tions over lazy lists
of digits was simply an artifa
t of a parti
ular 
lass of implementations of
lazy languages, or eviden
e of something more fundamental.
2
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the properties of the redundant
signed-digit representation of the reals, and nd whether it 
an be rendered




tion by the majority of the
resear
hers, who have deserted altogether its line of approa
h. In so doing,












2 Radix-r redundant signed-digit expansions
A number system is said to be redundant if there are at least two distin
t
representations that are mapped onto the same number; otherwise, it is non-
redundant. A radix r number system requires at least r digit symbols; if this
number is greater than r, the system be
omes redundant.
The following variation of the xed-radix number system was originally
used by Avizienis [1, 2℄ to eliminate 
arry propagation 
hains in addition and
subtra
tion.
Denition 1. A radix-r redundant signed-digit (SD) number system is one





; : : : ; 1; 0; 1; : : : ; 
	
;
where x denotes  x, 1    r   1, and   r=2.
The last 
ondition allows ea
h digit to assume more than r values and
thus gives rise to the redundan
y. We 
an measure the degree of redundan
y
















ient is maximal or minimal for the asso
iated radix. Thus, for
radix-10, the digit set

5; : : : ; 1; 0; 1; : : : ; 5
	
is minimally redundant, while

9; : : : ; 1; 0; 1; : : : ; 9
	
is maximally redundant.
Throughout this paper, we shall use the symbols N and N
0
to denote the
sets of all positive and non-negative integers respe
tively.







integers with    x
i



















; : : : ; x
n




alled an innite radix-r redundant signed-digit expansion for x. If x
i
= 0











This is a nite or terminating radix-r expansion for x. In 
ase r = 10 these
are 
alled de
imal signed-digit expansions and the subs
ript 10 is omitted.
If we allow the rst digit of signed-digit expansions to be unbounded,
x
0
2 Z, then for every real number x there exist an innite number of
dierent radix-r redundant signed-digit expansions of the form (1). How are
all these expansions related to ea
h other? In order to answer this question,
we shall introdu
e a few 
on
epts and denitions.






e of integers su











































e of two sequen
es, we shall use the symbol .









onverges, then obviously  is an equivalen
e relation on S, and
using the fa
t that for any number x 2 R there exists at least one expansion
of the form (2), the equivalen
e 
lasses are in one-to-one 
orresponden
e with
the reals: R = S= .
We next dene a family of fun
tions f : S ! S su
h that f(s)  s for all
s 2 S.





































+ sgn(i), if j = jij   1
a
j










be a nite sequen























= (5; 5; : : : 5; : : : ), we have
f
1
(5; 5; 5; : : : 5; : : : ) = (6; 5; 5; : : : ; 5; : : : )
f
 1
(5; 5; 5; : : :5; : : : ) = (4; 15; 5; : : : ; 5; : : : )
f
1;2
(5; 5; 5; : : :5; : : : ) = (6; 4; 5; 5; : : : ; 5; : : : )
f
 1;3
(5; 5; 5; : : : 5; : : : ) = (4; 15; 6; 5; : : : ; 5; : : : )
One 
an see that the n-th element of a sequen
e 






, so our next step is to 








) is an innite sequen
e.






6= 0 be an unbounded sequen

























































j  n < ji
j
n
j (it is easy to verify that the value of b
n
does not











is the identity fun
tion, we 






by agreeing to 
al





































is that they do not take
us out of the equivalen
e 
lasses with respe



















































for all m 2 N
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Theorem 1. Let r 2 N, r > 1 be a radix value,  be an integer with 1 








h that    a
n


















for some j) sequen
e of integers
su
h that    b
n
  for all n 2 N; b
n
6= r 1 (or b
n
6=  r+1) for innitely













































: : : x
n
: : : be the 
onventional radix-r expansion of x, i.e.
x
0
2 Z, 0  x
i























n; if   x
n
 r   1
0; if 0  x
n
   1
It is quite easy to see that ja
n



























reased by 1; if x
n
2 [; r   1℄, then f
n
will redu
e its value by r, and
the resulting value may, in its turn, be also in




ase, we have    a
n






























































j  , jb
n+k














































 2 may only hold true in the 





; : : : ; a
k




; : : : ; b
k






































































































































It may happen that i
n
= 0 for all n > p, p 2 N . In this 
ase, we shall

onsider the resulting sequen
e (i
1
; : : : ; i
p





We aim to represent real numbers by sequen
es from the representation set
S, as dened in Se
tion 2. For example, one might dene a 
omputable
exa
t real number x as a triple (r; E;M), where E 2 Z is an exponent, M is
a mantissa whi
h is a sequen




















h a representation, however, would be too loose a 
on
ept to be useful
by itself. We must also provide some 
onstru
tive 
ondition in order to guar-
antee 
onvergen
e of the series in (4) and be able to make useful inferen
es
about a number from a nite amount of information about its representation.
7
In this light, we dene a representation of an exa
t real number x to be
a quadruple (r; ; E;M), where r 2 N , r > 1 is the radix value, the range
parameter  is an integer with r=2    r   1, E 2 Z is a signed exponent,
M is a mantissa, whi













j  Cn; n 2 N ; (5)
where C > 0 is a 
onstant, 
ommon to all real numbers in a given system
| we therefore do not in
lude it in the representation
3
. The representation





) is said to be 
anoni
al or normalized, if
ja
n
j  ; n 2 N
0
:





) is taken as in (4). Later on we will





e of appropriate values for the
parameters r and .
For brevity and ease of reading, we shall not always distinguish between
a number x and its representation (r; ; E;M), and refer to a number as
normalized if its representation is normalized, and vi
e versa. We shall also
assume that r and  are xed and sometimes use the notation (E;M) instead
of (r; ; E;M).
Observe that we 
an view a nite number as being innite, by atta
hing
an innite sequen






















where we have set a
i
= 0 for i > N . We 
an therefore assume, without any
restri




Most algorithms presented in this and subsequent 
hapters assume that all










iple be given by an ora
le | it does not ne
essar-
ily have to be 
omputable in the sense of being the sequen
e of values g(0); g(1); g(2); : : :











e of the sequen
e. If a sequen
e were found to violate (5), an error message
would be produ
ed at run-time. The value of C = 2 (r   1)
2

ould be given as a rough
estimate that satises the algorithmi
 requirements.
8
we shall now dis
uss the algorithms for normalizing real numbers. We re
all
that normalization refers to the pro
ess of restoring the individual digits of























. We shall rst 




1; i 2 N
0



































j  ; i 2 N
0
(6)









and repeatedly divide a
i
by r for





































































j  r +    1 implies jd
i
j  1, jm
i







j  r. We, however, aim to obtain a value less or equal to  (instead
of r). Let us introdu





















































From (9) it 














































Let us now verify that ja
0
i




j  1 for all i 2 N
0
, so if jm
i























 . If jm
i

























 r    + 1. Now we require










j   for all i 2 N . For i = 0, however, the inequality does
not ne















In this manner, we have 
onstru
ted a fun









will be referred to as redu
e) whi




















ording to formulae (7) and (9). Evaluation
of this fun
tion 
















































































































Figure 1: Totally parallel normalization
Returning to formula (6), we now 
onstru








j    1





















j    1




; : : : ; a
n
; : : : )) ; if ja
0
j  
Now let us 
onsider a more general 
ase where ja
i
j  M; i 2 N
0
, where
M > 0 is an arbitrary positive integer. We 
an now easily show that it is





in a nite number of steps. Indeed,
applying redu



















































































; : : : is a sequen
e of de
reasing natural num-








, the algorithm will terminate in at




an prove the following result.








j  M , i 2 N, where M














j  N , i 2 N on
applying redu
e at most n times, it is suÆ














Proof. To prove the suÆ
ien
y of the 
ondition imposed upon M , we need
but note that the fun
tions g
(n)









; n 2 N ;
where g
(0)
(x)  x. Equivalently,
g
(n)



















j  g(x), i 2 N

an be redu




































+, and thus pi
















h is what had to be proved.
11











n 2 N and all i 2 N, it 
an be fully normalized by redu
e in at most n steps.













onverse statement is not ne













for all i 2 N . Suppose, for instan
e, that a
k
= g(N) + 1 = r(N    + 1) + 
for some k 2 N and ja
i
j  g(N) for i 6= k. This implies that d
k
= N   + 1,
m
k
=  and, therefore, d
0
k
= N    + 2, m
0
k











; k 2 N ;
one 






element of the resulting sequen
e, and, further still, only if m
0
k 1






=    1 +N    + 2 = N + 1. However, the value of m
0
k 1
depends solely on a
k 1
, and 
an be anywhere in the range from   + 1 to
  1, irrespe
tive of the value of the next element, a
k






















j  N for all i 2 N .
This example shows that the fun
tions g
(n)
(x) give us, in fa
t, the best
upper bound one 
ould possibly have in order that any sequen
e bounded
by it be safely normalized. More pre


















normalized in n appli
ations of redu
e.
By way of illustration, let us give a few examples.








j  3500 for
all i 2 N. How many times does one have to apply redu











j  100, i 2 N?
We have
g(100) = 6  100  15 = 585
g
(2)
(100) = g(585) = 6  585  15 = 3495
g
(3)
(100) = g(3495) = 6  3495  15 = 20955
Sin
e g (100) < g
(2)
(100) < 3500 < g
(3)
(100), 3 normalizations will be suÆ-

ient by theorem 2.
Example 2. Let r = 10,  = 6. Find the bound for the elements of a
sequen
e that 




















an be fully redu




(x) have a mu
h simpler form when x = : indeed, it





+   1; n 2 N : (11)
The right-hand side of equality (11) is solvable for n, whi
h enables us
to determine the number of times one has to apply redu
e in order to fully






. In more exa




















Solving the inequality M  g
k
() for k 2 N , we nd that
k  log
r




(M   + 1)e (12)
As a 
on
lusion, let us take note of the fa
t that, as it follows from (10),




hains, it must not be minimally redundant. For r = 2,
for instan




; thus, in the binary

ase the 
ondition   (r + 1) =2 = 3=2 
annot be satised. Hen
eforth, only





5.1 Addition and subtra
tion
In this se
tion, we shall dis
uss algorithms for the operations of exa
t real
addition and subtra
tion. The emphasis will mainly be on the former, sin
e
subtra
tion is usually 
arried out as the addition of a negated number. We
shall rst dis
uss addition of two numbers and then look at multiple number
addition.
5.1.1 Addition of two numbers






















be the two normalized radix-
r numbers to be added. Sin








 0 without loss of generality. The pro
edure for
addition or subtra
tion is as follows:





































































;    ; b
0
n



















Thus, in order to perform addition, we must rst adjust the mantissa of
one of the operands to make the two exponents equal (align the radix points),
and then add the two sequen

















;    )
r


















arried out in the usual way by negating the minuend and

















5.1.3 Addition of several numbers
The above addition algorithm 
an be readily modied to operate with n num-
bers, where n > 2. The pro
edure is essentially the same | the mantissas of
all n numbers are rst aligned to mat
h the one with the largest exponent,
and then added digit-by-digit. As it follows from (12), the resulting sequen
e

an be normalized by applying redu
e dlog
r
(n  + 1)e times.
Note that this is 
onsiderably more eÆ
ient than adding the n numbers






Let the multiplier and multipli
and be denoted by a; b 2 R respe
tively, with
the following normalized sequen







;    ; a
n






;    ; b
n






























































































































































 (m+ 1) ; m 2 N
0
:





















  for all m 2 N
0











ause generally it is not bounded by any positive
integer. Instead, we 
an re
ursively apply redu





































































































































































































































































ation | after normalizing rst (n + 1) lines
Namely, let us 
















































































































































































   + 1

;










































j  : (15)






















































; m 2 N
Pro
eeding re






























; j 2 N;































































































































































































is the required result of multipli
ation.
5.3 Division
The intention here is to develop algorithms for division of exa
t real numbers.
Let N 2 R be the dividend, D 2 R, D 6= 0 | the divisor, their redundant


























j  ; jd
i
j   for i 2 N . The task is to 













h that N = Q D and jq
i
j  , i 2 N .
A 
onsiderable body of work exists in the literature on the methods of
signed-digit division, most of whi
h in one way or another owe their origin
to an algorithm due to Robertson [12℄. The substan
e of the algorithm lies
with an iterative pro
ess that produ



















= N , P
n
is the 
urrent partial remainder, P
n+1
is the next partial
remainder, and q
n
is the quotient digit inferred from P
n






















; n 2 N ;
18
and so imposing an upper bound on the value of jP
n
j will ensure 
onvergen
e
of the algorithm, provided that sele
tion of the quotient digit q
n
results in
the next partial remainder P
n+1
adhering to the same allowed range as P
n
.
The existing signed-digit division algorithms primarily dier in their se-
le
tion of quotient digits, restri
tion of the range of the possible values of








t quotient digits | the multipli
ations of the divisor
by the digits of the quotient are done by repeated subtra
tion, and a guessed
digit is known to be in
orre
t if it is either too large and the subsequent
subtra
tion leaves a negative result, or it is too small and the subtra
tion
leaves a result that ex
eeds a multiple of the divisor in that digit position.
In redundant signed-digit representations, however, the sign of an inter-
mediate result may not be readily available for inspe
tion, be
ause a number
of its most signi
ant digits, generally unknown in advan
e, may happen to
be all zero. The usual way to get around this problem is to make a guess
about q
n
based on the inspe
tion of several most signi
ant digits of P
n
and
D. Even though this 








overy from wrong guesses by
taking an appropriate 
orre
tion step in the next quotient digit. As long
as the next q 
an 
orre




The method of division put forward here is a modi
ation of the original
Robertson's signed-digit division algorithm and is similar to that re
ently
reported by David Smith [14℄.
The algorithm uses the above re
urren




































digit of the divisor D whi
h, being non-zero
4








= N , we have the following sequen
es of digits representing
P
n+1





















































eD is represented by an innite sequen





k whether or not it is non-zero.
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The early algorithms fully normalized P
n
, n 2 N at ea
h step in order to
keep the entries of the sequen
e bounded. However, as re
ently shown in [14℄
(and also suggested by Carl Pixley in the early 1980's), it is possible to skip
the full normalization of the partial remainders, and instead normalize only a
few leading digits. The details of the algorithm analysis are given in [14℄, and
although 
onsidering the operands to be nite and given in non-redundant
form, readily lend themselves to the elaboration ne
essary to extend the
method to operate with innite sequen
es of signed digits.
The elimination of most intermediate digit normalizations makes the di-
vision algorithm run in double-qui








ant part of the algorithms pre-
sented in this paper is the normalization fun
tion, whi
h is for the greater
part responsible for the 
omplexity of the four arithmeti
 operations.
The normalization pro
edure relies upon unbounded integer arithmeti

for its operation, and hen
e the speed of normalization is 
ru
ially dependent
on the speed of same. As seen in Fig. 1, normalization always requires one-
digit 
arry-look-ahead | to produ
e N radix-r digits of a normalized result,
it is ne
essary to 
ompute N + 1 digits of the number being normalized,
whereafter N out of the N +1 digits (ex
luding the rst one) are divided by
r, and the results of the divisions | added, possibly in parallel, resulting in
a total of N integer divisions by r, and N integer additions. If r is a power
of 2, the divisions by r 
an be done by simple shifts.
Similarly, if normalization is to be performed m times, in order to obtain
N digits of the result, we need N +m digits of the original number, as well
as N + (N + 1) + : : :+ (N +m  1) = m(N + (m  1)=2) divisions by r and
additions.
6.1 Addition and subtra
tion
The 
omputation of N digits of the sum of two numbers requires N + 1
digits of the operands, N integer divisions by r and 2N +1 integer additions.
Addition of n numbers, where n > 2, requires N +m digits of the operands,
m(N + (m  1)=2) divisions by r and m(N + (m  1)=2) + (n  1)(N +m)
additions, where m = dlog
r
(n  + 1)e. This is, of 
ourse, mu
h better











in the evaluation of N + n digits of the operands, (n   1)(N + (n   2)=2)




tion is only dierent from addition in that negation is performed
beforehand. Negation, of 
ourse, does not require any look-ahead, and its

omplexity is simply that of 




omplexity of the multipli
ation algorithm depends on the value of the
parameter n 2 N that appears in (14). Let us address ourselves to the
question of 




tly with any n 2 N , so our main 
on
ern here is to minimize
the number of operations needed to 
ompute N digits of the result. Note
that when n = 1, the algorithm is the same as that adopted by Avizienis [2℄.
Now let
N = pn+ q; 0  q < n:
We have p + 1 partial normalization groups (the rst two groups are shown
in Fig. 2), ea
h of whi







e (see (14)). On a

ount of the granularity ee
t, to

ompute N digits of the produ
t, the normalization pro
edure requires m
extra digits from the last partial normalization group, 2m extra digits from
the se
ond-last one, and so on; the rst group requiring as many as pm extra
digits, thus making the total number of integer divisions and additions
N
div
= m(N + pm + (m  1)=2) +
m((N   n) + (p  1)m+ (m  1)=2) + : : :+
m((N   pn) + (m  1)=2)
= m (N + (N   n) + (N   2n) + : : :+ (N   pn)) +
m
2




m (p+ 1) (N + q +mp +m  1) :
The 


















n+ q   1

21
Thus, we have to 
hoose n su




















































2; if n = 1
3; if 2  n  26
4; if 27  n  276
5; if 277  n  2776
        
and the 
orresponding minimal values of N
div
























 5  1  204 = 510
These data have been summarized in graphi










behave similarly for other values of N , r and . One 
an see that the optimal
value of N
div
is attained when n = N + 1, in whi
h 
ase p = 0, q = N , and
the total number of divisions is N
div
(N + 1; N) = mN +m(m  1)=2. Sin
e
the number N of required pre
ision digits is generally unknown in advan
e,
it is reasonable to 
hoose some xed value of n that would ensure reasonable
performan
e of the algorithm for all N . It is also 
lear that we may only

hoose n out of
n
k
= max fn 2 N j m(n)  kg ; k 2 N ;
22
Figure 4: Choi
e of n for multipli













































iple, the larger the value of n, the better; ex
ept when n is vastly
larger than N , the number of operations N
op
will 
ontinue to grow with N
(due to the in
reasing of m). On the other hand, 
hoosing a large value of
n would imply large values of the sequen





eeded the threshold for representing integers (usually the
size of the ma
hine word), would result in slower integer operations. The
values of n 
orresponding to m = 2 are obviously inadequate, resulting in
an unne
essarily large number of operations (e.g. Avizienis's algorithm),




; : : : are equally suitable for the value of n (in
terms of operation 
ounts). Of 
ourse, the larger the m in n
m
, the more
normalizations (and therefore more spa
e to hold the intermediate results)
will be required. In our implementation, we have used n = n
3
(e.g. for r = 10






an be analyzed in mu
h the same way as multipli
ation, and is also
quadrati
. For simpli
ity's sake, we shall assume that the partial remainders
are normalized fully | as remarked above, the a
tual time estimates will
only be better.
By (18), to determine the N -th digit q
N
of the quotient, the division algo-
rithm must 






ording to (17), involves evaluation of P
N 1
and D to 3 digits (an extra
digit is required be
ause of the multipli
ation by r), that in turn demands
P
N 2
and D to 5 digits, and the domino ee
t applies to the rest of the par-
tial remainders, so that P
0
will be evaluated to 2N + 1 digits. In summary,
we will have N
2
= 1+ 3+ : : :+ 2N   1 integer divisions and additions from




;    ; P
1
, plus N more divisions from the digit
sele
tion guesswork in (18), as well as N(N + 2) = 3 + 5 + : : : + (2N + 1)
additions and multipli
ations of the quotient digits q
n
by the digits of the




tion, we shall dis
uss the evaluation of elementary fun
tions on ex-
a
t real numbers. Fun
tions of real variables that 
an be dened for normal-
ized signed-digit radix-r representations are pre
isely those for whi
h there
exist left-to-right algorithms dened on representations. These algorithms
must work in an on-line fashion: digit-by-digit, most signi
ant digit rst,
inputting digits of the argument(s) and outputting digits of the result with
bounded delay. The question one should ask himself when dening a fun
-
tion on representations is whether, given more digits of the argument, one 
an
produ





t reals are 
omputable.
7.1 Absolute value
The absolute value is probably one of the simplest fun
tions denable on the
real numbers. In 
oating-point systems, all that is required for its 
ompu-
tation is 
hanging a number's sign bit, if need be | an operation so trivial





 systems, however, there is no algorithm for de-

iding whether or not two innite sequen
es represent the same number. In
parti
ular, the predi
ates =, < and > are non-





k a number to see whether it is positive, negative, or
zero.
Nonetheless, the absolute value fun
tion is denable on exa
t reals. Let us
show that if the signed-digit radix-r system used is not maximally redundant,
i.e.  < r   1, the sign of a number is determined by the sign of the rst
non-zero entry of its mantissa. Indeed, if a
k


































and if the system is not maximally redundant, all of these numbers have the




6= 0). From this also results the 
on
lusion
that in non-maximally-redundant systems zero is represented uniquely (up
to dieren
es in exponents).





;    ; a
n








;    ; a
n







;    ; a
n







;    ;  a
n
;    ) ; otherwise
and its 
omplexity is that of negation.
7.2 Minimum and maximum
It may 
ome as a surprise to some to learn that while the 
omparison op-
erators < and > are 
learly non-
omputable on exa
t reals, the fun
tions
minimum and maximum are. This is most readily seen from the relations
min (a; b) =
a+ b  ja  bj
2
;
max (a; b) =








value, and division by 2.
The impli
ations of 
omputability of min and max are non-trivial: for
example, we 
an sort lists of exa
t real numbers using sorting algorithms






The square root fun
tion is singled out be
ause of its simpli
ity and amenabil-
ity to implementation with little additional overhead beyond that of the ba-
si
 arithmeti
 operations. It is also almost the only 
ommonly used fun
tion
that is evaluated iteratively. The algorithm that we will des
ribe is the dire
t
analogue of that for division and produ
es n digits of the result in n 
y
les,
at a rate of one digit per 
y
le. Su
h pseudo-division methods 
an also be
extensible to higher degrees, although roots of order greater than three are
usually evaluated by the same methods as x
y
for arbitrary y, using exponents
and logarithms, and even 
ube-root fun
tions are somewhat un
ommon in
fun
tion libraries. Our primary emphasis will therefore be on evaluation of
p
x.
Suppose that we want to evaluate y =
p
x in radix r. Let x be given by
a normalized signed-digit sequen




; : : : ; x
n





























rX; if e is odd




; : : : ; y
n
; : : : ) be a mantissa of y su
h that jy
n








































































onsists of two sub
omputations:
1) Determination of the result digit y
n

















































tion s is su
h that




j  : : :  jP
1
j  jXj ;




















As in the 
ase of division, we make guesses about the digits y
n
based
on the most signi













tion steps would be needed if a redundant signed-digit repre-
sentation of P
n
was used. In parti
ular, it 





























the rst digit of Y , is









The foregoing analysis suggests that, notwithstanding the 
laim made by
Boehm and Cartwright, the representation of exa
t real numbers by lazy
innite sequen
es of signed digits in a radix-r system 
an lead to reasonably
eÆ





algorithms presented here largely over
ome what they 
alled the granularity
ee
t. For the sake of simpli
ity, our implementation used r = 10 and
 = 6, and was written in the fun
tional programming language Miranda
5
[17℄. Choosing the radix to be a large number, and using a 
ompiled language
su





ould be improved even further on a multi-pro
essor system if normalization
and other fun
tions were multi-threaded.
What are the advantages and short
omings of positional arithmeti
 sys-
tems as opposed to others, e.g. fun
tional ones? Laziness is 
ertainly an
advantage | a demand-driven system only 
omputes those numbers that
are needed, and only to the pre




ulated earlier, so that ea
h digit gives a better approxima-
tion to the number being 
omputed. Conversion of numbers into redundant
5
Miranda is a produ






onventional form is also very simple, as
the \
onventional" systems are also positional radix-r systems.
Among the short
omings we 
an name the problem of 
hoosing the subset
of nitely representable numbers. The availability of a subset in whi
h num-
bers are represented nitely is important for many reasons, not least of whi
h
is the need to 
ompute equality tests. For example, it is 
lear that all inte-
gers must be nitely represented. After the integers, the rationals seem to be
the best 
andidate for su
h subset, but any eÆ
ient implementation based






h as being able to re
ognize a
state of 
omputation that has o

urred before, or having to deal with nite
representations of very great lengths. Evaluation of trans
endental fun
tions
in radix-r systems is also problemati
, as there are no obvious digit-by-digit
algorithms that are both simple and eÆ
ient.
All these fa
tors must be 
onsidered prior to 
hoosing a representation of
the exa
t reals most suitable for a given problem. Situations where one might
want to use innite pre
ision arithmeti
 in
lude e.g. testing an algorithm
to determine whether it suers from a numeri
al instability, or 
omputing
some numbers to high pre
ision to serve as referen
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